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I am   SUPER MILLY!
Today is Superhero Day at school.

I have used all the tinfoil,
a tea towel with only one hole  
– which doesn’t even show –
a pair of my brother Joe’s pants
and a big badge with an M.

But . . .



. . . I don’t have 
X-ray vision . . .

and superheroes are supposed to 
beat the baddies . . .

I can’t climb  
up buildings . . . 

but I can’t stop Joe taking  
the last bit of toast.

I don’t have any special powers.



When I get into class, there is 
already a big emergency.

A real superhero 
would spin around 
William super fast . . .

But Miss Kent says, “Bottoms on 
seats please, Milly,” so . . .

 until his outfit changed.

William’s dad has forgotten that  
it is Superhero Day. William is  
crying in the book corner . . .  
in his normal trousers!

I think hard and . . .




